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1817
It was the year 1817 
when Antonio Cova 

opened the “Caffe del 
Giardino” next

to the Teatro alla 
Scala. Worldly and 

cosmopolitan meeting 
place of the patriots of 
the Risorgimento, it 
hosted the “cream” of 
the society involved. 

The sumptuous interiors 
and the richness of the 

furnishings immediately 
made it a sophisticated 
place, where aristocracy, 
bourgeoisie and nobility 

meet.

1950
Destroyed by the 

bombings of the Second 
World War, in 1950 
Cova moved from its 

original location in Via 
Manzoni at the corner 
with Piazza della Scala 
to the current site of 
Via Montenapoleone 
8, where it becomes 

an elegant and refined 
living room, replicating 
the furnishings and the 
ambience of the original 

ones.

1993
In 1993, a decisive 

international expansion 
of the brand, stubbornly 

desired by the Patron 
Mario Faccioli, began 
when Cova opened its 
first overseas store in 

Hong Kong.
Cova became gradually 

more widespread all over 
the world and new stores 

have then followed in 
Japan, China, the United 

Arab Emirates and 
Monte Carlo.

COVA HERITAGE

2013
In 2013 Cova joins 

the LVMH Group to 
strengthen its position 
as a leading pastry shop 
in the Milanese scene 
and continue with its 
development abroad. 
Strengthened by this 

entry into the prestigious 
Holding, Cova 

consolidates its presence 
in the world, thanks to 

new fruitful partnerships.

2021
A will to act as a 

reference point to cities 
is repeated over the years. 

In July 2021, the new 
Cova Paris Café opens 

as part of the prestigious 
reopening project of 

La Samaritaine.

TODAY
In a moment of rebirth, 
Cova proposes itself as 
an elegant and refined 
living room. Courtesy 
and hospitality are key 
points in the world of 
the art of receiving in 

order to serve customers 
with grace, taste and 

confidentiality. 
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OUR CHRISTMAS

The moment is magical, the atmosphere seems to be in suspense, caught 
between children who can’t wait to unwrap their gifts, and the atmosphere 
of an upcoming Christmas. At Pasticceria Cova we have been doing what 
we are able to do for generations: sharing a passion for the most significant 
festive delights. A rebirth, a moment to meet and rediscover the meaning of 

conviviality.

A DEDICATED SPACE

A Christmas Carol plays in the background in our store in Via 
Montenapoleone 8, where it is easy to experience an enchanted atmosphere. 
Between ribbons and packages, panettone and biscuits, sugar and cinnamon: 
waiting for a gift to wrapped whilst siopping a steaming cup of hot chocolate 
is a unique feeling. You can experience a growing desire to savour one of 
Cova’s Christmas specialties, whether it is waiting to be ordered, collected, or 

shipped or perhaps enriched with a small customization.
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PANETTONE

Our Panettone is born from the art and ability of our Master Pastry Chefs, 
following a fascinating process which lasts more than 48 hours, entirely 
handcrafted. At dawn every day our “leavening” master proceeds with the 
first refresh of the Mother Yeast: water and flour in well-measured quantities 
are the key ingredients that will give it the right strenghth. Every four hours 
this delicate operation is repeated and only in the late evening our yeast will 

be ready to be finally used.
A historical recipe and raw materials of absolute quality give life to a handmade 
product, classic or in its flavoured variables, exported for decades all over the 
world. The Cova Panettone, rigorously hand packaged, is the protagonist of 

the most beautiful moments of the holidays and of your private or 
corporate event.
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TRADITIONAL PANETTONE
in

HERITAGE WRAPPING

Ancient grains flour, mother yeast, fresh free range eggs, orange candied zests, 
top quality raisins and a secret recipe guarded by our Master Pastry Chefs.

Cova’s Panettone is our best selling item and the symbol of Cova’s tradition 
in Milan and all throughout the world. It is the protagonist of a tradition that 

has lasted for centuries and it is the icon of Christmas par excellence. 

Kg.  0,5  € 20,00
Kg.  1   € 38,00
Kg.  1,5  € 56,00
Kg.  2   € 75,00
Kg.  3   € 110,00
Kg.  4   € 150,00
Kg.  5   € 230,00
Kg.  7   € 320,00
Kg.  10   € 460,00
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OTHER FLAVOURS
in

HERITAGE WRAPPING

Panettone with chocolate chips Kg.1  € 40,00
Dark chocolate chips instead of candied fruit and raisins: 
this is the salient feature of a best-selling panettone, which 
relies on the quality of selected raw materials to present itself 
to the public in its fragrant simplicity.

Panettone with dates and apricots Kg.1      € 40,00
The sweet of the date meets the sour apricot, in a panettone 
with exotic and unusual flavors. Soft and delicate, it comes 
from a careful search for the most exclusive raw materials 
and their perfect balance.

Panettone with pineapple Kg.1 € 40,00
Delicate candied pineapple bites are combined with butter, 
eggs, yeast and flour, to give the public a panettone with 
delicately fruity scents.
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CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
in

HERITAGE WRAPPING

PanVegan Kg.1    € 40,00  
From the partnership between Soulgreen and Pasticceria 
Cova, the PanVegan is born. A vegan Christmas cake 
without milk and eggs. A new product with highly 
selected ingredients, result of a long and delicate rigorously 
handcrafted process. With raisins and candied fruit.

Veneziana
Burro, farina, lievito madre, arancia candita e mandorle, oltre 
ad una generosa spolverata di granella di zucchero.
I tradizionali ingredienti mixati ad arte per uno dei lievitati 
più tipici delle festività.

Kg.  0,5   € 20,00
Kg.  1 € 38,00

Pandoro Kg.1    € 38,00  
A golden coloured dough with a delicate vanilla scent 
characterizes this Christmas cake with a singular “star” 
shape. It is a perfect alternative to the classic panettone.
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COVA MINI
in

GIFT BOX

Mini Traditional Panettone
The perfect choice for a corporate gift, which combines the traditional recipe 
of our Panettone in “smaller and lighter” sizes, in a precious and elegant 
«Bijoux Box» or in our new tin from the “Think Pink” collection, for a touch 
of color.

Bijoux box with Traditional Panettone gr.250    € 17,00 
“Think Pink” tin box with Traditional Panettone gr.250     € 18,00

Morbido Fluffy Cake With Red Berries
A mixture of simple ingredients and a long and accurate leavening process are 
combined with berries to obtain the Morbido Fluffy Cake Cova, a delicate 
taste for eyes and palate, enclosed in an elegant “Think Pink” tin box, that 
guarantees its freshness and evokes tradition.

“Think Pink” tin box with Morbido fluffy cake gr. 250   € 20,00
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TRADITIONAL PANETTONE
in

GIFT CUBE

A new gift idea in line with the times, our white cube combines elegance and 
pragmatism for a “different” and precious package for Cova panettone.

Traditional Panettone in Gift Cube

with gr.150 of nougats  € 44,00
with gr.200 of nougats  € 73,00
with gr.200 of nougats  € 93,00
with gr.200 of nougats  € 112,00
with gr.400 of nougats  € 167,00
with gr.400 of nougats  € 207,00

Our Kg. 1 Panettone is available in the variants of flavour 
with an addition of € 2.00

Kg.  0,5  € 29,00
Kg.  1   € 53,00
Kg.  1,5  € 73,00
Kg.  2   € 92,00
Kg.  3   € 130,00
Kg.  4   € 170,00
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TRADITIONAL PANETTONE
in

CAPPELLIERA HATBOX

Not only Panettone: Cova’s handmaking tradition doesn’t end with the 
product, its secret lays within the hands that wrap ribbons and boxes. It is the 
time we take to hand-make things that make them look fresh to the eye and 
yet practical for the ultimate buyer. Cova’s Cappelliera hatbox is a traditional 
box that signifies how our heritage survived throughout the years: it is a box 
that withstands the passage of time, something that is meant to be kept and 

upcycled for sustainability.

Traditional Panettone in Cappelliera Hatbox 

Kg.  0,5  € 32,00
Kg.  1   € 56,00
Kg.  2   € 95,00
Kg.  3   € 134,00
Kg.  4   € 174,00
Kg.  5   € 270,00

with g. 150 of nougats € 47,00
with g. 200 of nougats € 76,00
with g. 200 of nougats € 115,00
with g. 400 of nougats € 170,00
with g. 400 of nougats € 210,00
with g. 400 of nougats € 305,00

Our Kg. 1 Panettone is available in the variants of flavour with an 
addition of € 2.00
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Kg.  7       € 360,00 with gr.500 of specialties       € 410,00
Kg.  10      € 520,00 with Kg. 1 of specialties      € 600,00

TRADITIONAL PANETTONE
in

LUXURY WRAPPING

Panettone Grand Noël
Hidden inside a transparent case and embellished with a 
cornucopia of Christmas decorations,the luxury panettone 
is ideal for being eaten in the company of friends and 
family, presented as an elegant centerpiece, because of its 
elegant festive details.

Kg.  3   € 155,00
Kg.  4   € 230,00
Kg.  5   € 315,00
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DECORATED PANETTONE

Always a specialty of our Christmas.
Made to order and handcrafted with great creative flair, this panettone 
dedicated to a “subject” figure combines top quality ingredients with the skill 

of expert Pastry Masters.
Chocolate and sugar paste transform the classic panettone into a real work of 

art, starting from half a kilo up to larger sizes.
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HAMPERS

The elegance of a refined packaging meets the quality of a strictly handcrafted 
product. Double satin ribbons, refined decorations and handmade wrapping 
with hot gold prints are elements of a manual packaging process, in which 

every single detail is checked with great accuracy.

We look at the direction of the ribbons, the way bows fold and the brightness 
of the paper, so that every detail is slightly similar to another,

but not exactly identical.

Our gift boxes are ready to show themselves to the public in all their elegance.
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BABY SANT’ANDREA
€ 95,00

The “baby” version of our classic Sant’Andrea, appreciated for it’s choice of 
iconic items and the assortment of Christmas specialties.

Panettone in heritage wrapping g. 500 
Bussolotto with gianduiotti g. 150
Assorted nougats g. 120 
“Covella” spreadable gianduia cream g. 200 
Christmas tea g. 100
Cova Calendar
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SANT’ANDREA
€ 170,00

One of our “best selling” hampers, appreciated for the ample range of 
products that become precious gift ideas. Chosen both as a private gift and as 
a corporate gift, it is a great tribute to our Christmas.

Traditional Panettone in heritage wrapping Kg. 1 
Covino Pinot Nero Brut Sparkling Wine Bottle ml. 750 
Bussolotto with gianduiotti g. 150
Box with assortment of pralines g. 160
“Covella” spreadable gianduia cream g. 200
“Covella” spreadable pistachio cream g. 200
Tin of Cova chocolate or coffee g. 250
Cova Calendar

Sant’Andrea Gold       € 210,00  
The classic Sant’Andrea hamper with one bottle of Champagne Moët Grand 
Vintage instead of the bottle of Spumante Covino.
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BAGUTTINO
€235,00

A particular gift hamper, which combines our core artisan pastry product 
with the delicate harmony of flavours of jam and chocolate. The selection 
of holiday products – for example marrons glacés – make it a special and 
sumptuous.

Panettone in heritage wrapping Kg. 1
Covino Pinot Nero Brut Sparkling Wine Bottle ml. 750 
Covino Pinot Rosé Sparkling Wine bottle ml. 750 
Bussolotto with gianduiotti g. 250
Giftbox with marrons glacés g. 320
Christmas jam special edition g. 400
Tin of Cova chocolate or coffee g. 250
Hazelnut chocolate tablet g. 150
Two nougat bars g. 100
Cova Calendar

Baguttino Gold      € 325,00  
The classic Baguttino with one bottle of  Moët Grand Vintage and one bottle 
of Moët Grand Vintage Rosé instead of the two bottles of  Covino sparkling 
wine.
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MONTENAPO
€ 350,00

The best seller package par excellence, top Italian pastry and a selection of 
pralines and specialties that include some of our best. A refined gold-colored 
ton-sur-ton package to exhault the brightness of the Holiday’s.

Panettone in heritage wrapping Kg. 1
Covino Pinot Nero Brut Sparkling Wine Bottle ml. 750 
Covino Pinot Rosé Sparkling Wine Bottle ml. 750 
Bauletto with gianduiotti g. 500
Box with assortment of pralines g. 300
Assorted nougats g. 120
Giftbox with marrons glacés g. 320
Giftbox with chocolate figs g. 200
Christmas jam special edition g. 400
“Covella” spreadable gianduia cream g. 200
Two chocolate tablets g. 50
Cova Calendar

Montenapo Gold      € 440,00  
The classic Montenapo with one 
bottle of Moët Grand Vintage and 
one bottle of Moët Grand Vintage 
Rosé instead of the two bottles of 
Covino sparkling wine.
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COFANETTI

The most iconic Cova hampers: our boxes are true treasure chests to open 
in order to discover their magic contents: panettone, assorted specialties and 
more. Cofanetti to keep, giving them a “second life” for a rich but sustainable 
Christmas.

Cofanetto Twins      € 115,00
 
Panettone in heritage wrapping g.500
Panettone with chocolate chips in heritage wrapping g. 500 
Two chocolate tablets g. 50
Classic nougat bar g. 100
Chocolate covered nougat bar g. 100
Cova Calendar
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COFANETTI

Cofanetto Ruby    € 125,00 

Panettone with chocolate chips in heritage 
wrapping g. 500
Bussolotto ruby with gianduiotti g. 150 
Box ruby truffles g. 160
Ruby chocolate tablets g. 50 
Classic nougat bar g. 100 
Cova Calendar

Cofanetto Gold   € 195,00 

Panettone in heritage wrapping Kg. 1 
Bussolotto with gianduiotti g. 250
Box gold truffles g. 160
Christmas jam special edition g. 400 
“Covella” spreadable chocolate cream g. 200 
Gold chocolate tablets g. 50
Lingotto Cova g. 90 
Cova Calendar
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SPIGA 2021
€700,00

The top of the collection takes its name from the famous Milanese street, the 
best of Christmas production for Christmas 2021.
The choice of the most generous formats of the various Christmas specialties 
and the packaging itself give life to a luxurious and effective gift.The selection 
of “evergreen” products such as gianduiotti, figs, chestnuts and jams, as well as 
high quality Champagne and 2 kilos panettone, celebrate the holidays as the 
best tradition dictates.

Panettone in heritage wrapping Kg. 2
Box with Christmas cookies g. 400
Bottle of Champagne Moët Grand Vintage ml. 750 
Bottle of Champagne Moët Grand Vintage Rosé ml. 750 
Bauletto with gianduiotti g. 500
Giftbox with assortment of pralines g. 640
Giftbox with marrons glaces g. 320
Giftbox with chocolate figs g. 200
Three chocolate tablets g. 50
Two nougat bars g. 100
Christmas Tea g. 100
Cova coffee tin g. 250
Cova chocolate tin g. 250
Cova Calendar
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BUSINESS COLLECTION

PB     € 75,00
The most traditional gift: panettone and bottle, in a fine gift box.

Panettone in heritage wrapping Kg. 1
Covino Pinot Nero Brut Sparkling Wine Bottle ml. 750

PB Gold    € 105,00
The prestige version of the classic PB, with selected Champagne Louis 
Roederer Collection ml. 750 
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CHOCOLATE

Breathing cocoa’s components and perceiing its mysterious aroma is a unique 
experience. The palate is exhalted by our Cova pralines: each and every one of 

them is different – with a specific bouquet of different scents.
Let one of our gianduiotti melt in your mouth, perceiving its velvety 

consistency or savour our marrons glacés.
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CHOCOLATE

Gianduiotti 
Small gianduia chocolate bars, characterized by a soft 
mixture of delicate chocolate and hazelnuts. Wrapped in 
gold-colored paper, they have a characteristic geometric 
shape that makes them inimitable works of art in miniature, 
with a happy mixture of cocoa and hazelnut.
Bauletto g.500     € 57,00
Bauletto Kg.1     € 100,00

Praline
Gems covered with dark, milk or white chocolate, which 
contain an enveloping and delicate filling with a thousand 
surprises. The salty peanut and the flavor of the best 
Mediterranean pistachios, the aroma of Arabica coffee 
and Pecan nut combine refined aromas with the essential 
presence of cocoa.  
Transparent box g.300     € 40,00
Transparent box g.640    € 75,00
Gift box g.250      € 40,00
Gift box g.800     € 85,00

Marrons Glacés g. 320  € 35,00  
The chestnuts, a typical winter product, are glazed one by 
one and they maintain their freshness over time thanks to 
the controlled atmosphere packaging.
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WINE LIST

Precious labels make up a constantly evolving cellar where the passion of 
true connoisseurs predominates. Red and white wines from Italy next to 

Spumanti and Champagne.

The opportunity for a virtual tour around the world, accompanied by the best 
brands available.
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Covino Pinot Nero Brut with case
Brut quality sparkling wine. A Brut sparkling wine, an 
expression of the quality of the territory, created to bring out 
the best of the Oltrepò grapes through a balanced mix of 
flavors and aromas. With a delicate straw yellow color, it is 
made with Pinot Nero (85%) and Chardonnay (15%) grapes. 
Excellent as an aperitif and to accompany first courses and 
desserts.
Bottle ml. 750          € 25,00
Magnum ml. 1.500      € 50,00

Covino Pinot Nero Extra Dry Rosé with case
Quality sparkling wine. Fresh and fragrant, it has a broad and 
persistent bouquet. With a lively taste, it is a sparkling wine 
with a pink color and a dry and defined flavor. Pleasantly 
accompanies various dishes, both sweet and savory.
Bottle ml. 750          € 26,00
Magnum ml. 1.500     € 52,00

Ca’del Bosco Cuvée Prestige with case          €38,00  
Produced by Ca ‘del Bosco and refined according to the 
Cova taste and style, the exclusive Cuvée Prestige dedicated 
to Cova is an excellent interpreter of elegance and of the 
highest quality. A classic Franciacorta, balanced,
pleasantly fresh and acidulous. Perfect for any occasion.

THE COVA LABELS 

SPARKLING WINE
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THE COVA LABELS 

WHITE AND RED WINES

White Wines
Sauvignon DOP Venezia Giulia  € 17,00
Villa Parens – ml.750 with case

Chardonnay DOP Venezia Giulia  € 17,00
Villa Parens – ml.750 with case

Ribolla Gialla DOP Venezia Giulia  € 17,00 
Villa Parens - ml.750 with case

Red Wines
Papà Celso Dolcetto Dogliani D.O.C.G. € 19,00
Az. Agr. Marziano Abbona - ml.750 with case

Rinaldi Barbera d’Alba D.O.C   € 21,00
Az. Agr. Marziano Abbona - ml.750 with case

Pinot Nero DOP Venezia Giulia  € 22,00
Villa Parens – ml.750 with case

Barbaresco Faset D.O.C.G.  € 36,00 
Az. Agr. Marziano Abbona - ml.750 with case

Pressenda Barolo D.O.C.G.  € 41,00
Az. Agr. Marziano Abbona - ml.750 with case
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CHAMPAGNE

SELECTION

Roederer Collection ml.750 with case € 55,00

Möet Grand Vintage ml. 750 with case € 65,00

Möet Grand Vintage Rosé ml. 750 with case € 75,00

Roederer Brut Blanc de Blancs ml. 750 with case € 88,00

Billecart Salmon Rosé ml.750 with case € 88,00

Roederer Brut Nature cofanetto by Philippe Starck ml. 750 € 92,00

Dom Pérignon ml. 750 with case  € 190,00

Krug Grande Cuvée ml.750 with case € 210,00

Cristal Roederer ml.750 with case € 240,00
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YOUR ORDERS

In the Store:
From the end of November, the shop in Via Montenapoleone 8 will be 
enriched by exhibit of our Christmas collection. The staff will assist you in 
choosing your gifts, supporting you in identifying the gift that best suits 
your needs. The pastry counter staff will be at your disposal for traditional 
orders, requests for decorated panettone and Christmas pastries, as well 
taking charge of your Christmas menus.

Online:
The catalogue will be available on the website www.pasticceriacova.com 
for online consultation. The dedicated email address natale@covamilano.com 
will allow you to forward your orders or requests for quotations to our team. 
There is also a website for direct online purchases shop.pasticceriacova.com 
Your corporate gifts or special thoughts, Cova offers a small personalization 
service of ribbons or packaging details, to be evaluated together on the basis 
of your requests.

Delivering:
We will deliver your Christmas gifts directly to the city of Milan. For the 
rest of Italy and almost all over the world, checking in advance the feasibility 
of the shipment, we will entrust the well-packed boxes to a trusted courier.

Important:
If at the time of ordering some items are no longer available, we will be 
happy to suggest an alternative of equal value, in line with the assortment 
provided in the chosen giftbox.



PASTICCERIA COVA
Sede Storica

 Via Montenapoleone 8, 20121 Milano
tel. +39.02.76005599

natale@covamilano.com
www.pasticceriacova.com

mailto:info%40covamilano.com%20?subject=
http://www.pasticceriacova.com

